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ABSTRACT
Digital system implemented by using conventional gates or irreversible logics like AND and OR gates dissipates
a major amount of energy in the form of bits which gets erased during logical operations. This problem of
energy loss can be solving by using reversible logic circuits in place of conventional circuits. The Irreversible
logic is replaced by reversible logic to decrease the Power dissipation. Reversible logic functions have emerged
as an important research area. Implementing the reversible logic has the advantages of reducing gate counts,
garbage outputs as well as constant inputs. In today’s world ALU is one of the very important part of any system
having many applications in computers, cell phones, etc. Addition, subtraction operations are realized using
reversible by using reversible gates. Reversible decoder is designed using Fredkin gates with minimum
Quantum cost.. The proposed method require less complexity, less hardware, minimum number of gates,
minimum number of garbage inputs and minimum number of constant inputs than existing methods. The
proposed circuits will be simulated using ModelSim simulator and implemented in Xilinx.
Keywords : Reversible Logic, Quantum Computing, Garbage Outputs, Full Adder, Full Subtractor, Decoder.
In electronics hardware designing energy dissipation

I. INTRODUCTION

is one of the most important aspects. The concept of
Today’s new technology offers faster, smaller and

reversibility in digital circuits is firstly related to

complex

that

energy by Landauer in 1961 who stated that there is

Performance (speed) of an integrated circuit per unit

small amount of heat dissipation the circuit due to

cost increased by a factor two for every 18 months. In

loss of one bit of information and it would be equal to

order to achieve higher speed the clock frequency

kTln2 where ‘k’ is Boltzman constant and T is the

must be high and for smaller, complex circuit’s the

temperature . Also in 1973 it was proved by Bennett

number of transistors in the IC must be large and

that the energy kTln2 would not be dissipate from

they are more closely packed in order to save area. As

the circuit if input can be extracted from output and

the IC will be faster, complex means that will

it would be possible if and only if reversible gates are

increases the power dissipation in the circuit. Almost

used. A circuit will be reversible if input vector can

all conventional computers comprises of million

be specifically retrieved from output vectors and here

numbers of gates that are irreversible in nature.
During logical operations in the circuit some

is one to one correspondence between input and

circuits.

Moore’s

law

states

information is erased or lost that will causes heat

output. Thermodynamics explain the concept of
reversibility which taught the benefits of reversibility

dissipation and energy loss.

over irreversibility. Reversible logic synthesis of
reversible combinational logic differs from sequential
logic in that the output of the logic device depends
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on the present input unlike sequential circuits in

inputs from the outputs. There are 3 important

which output depends on present as well as past

parameters are there for any Reversible gates those

input too.

are

The Reversible Logic involves the use of Reversible

Constant Inputs

Gates consists of the same number of inputs and

This refers to number of inputs that has to be

outputs i.e., there should be one to one mapping

maintained constant at 1 or 0 in order to synthesize

between input vectors and output vectors. And they

the given logical function

can be made to run backward direction also. Certain
limitations are to be considered when designing

Garbage Outputs

circuits based on reversible logic (i) Fan out is not

Garbage Outputs indicates the number of outputs

permitted in reversible logic and (ii) Feedback is also

which are not used in the synthesis of a given

not permitted in reversible logic. In Reversible logic

function. In certain cases these become mandatory to

using outputs we can obtain full knowledge of inputs.

attain reversibility. The output that is added to an n x

Reversible logic conserves information. Some cost
metrics like Garbage outputs, Number of gates,

k function to make it reversible is called as garbage
output.

Quantum cost, constantinputs are used to estimate
the performance of reversible circuits. Garbage

The following simple formula shows the relation

outputs are the extra outputs which help to make

between constant inputs and garbage outputs :

inputs and outputs equal in order to maintain
reversibility. They are kept alone without performing

(Input + Constant inputs) = (Output + Garbage
Outputs).

any operations. Number of gates count is not a good
metric since more number of gates can be taken

Quantum Cost

together to form a new gate. Quantum Cost is the

Quantum cost may be defined as the cost of the

number of elementary or primitive gates needed to

circuit in terms of the cost of a primitive gate. It is

implement the gate. It is nothing but the number of
reversible gates (1×1 or 2×2) required to construct the

calculated by the number of primitive reversible logic
gates (1*1 or 2*2) required to realize the circuit. The

circuit. Delay is one of the important cost metrics. A

quantum cost of a circuit is the minimum number of

Reversible circuit design can be modeled as sequence

2*2 unitary gates to represent the circuit keeping the

of discrete time slices and depth is summation of total

output unchanged. The quantum cost of a 1*1 gate is

time slices. In Digital Electronics the binary decoder
is a combinational logic circuit that converts the

0 and that of any 2*2 gate is the same, which is 1.

binary integer value to the associated output pattern.

Basic Reversible Logic Gates
Some of the important reversible logic gates are: NOT

II. REVERSIBLE LOGICS

Gate, Feynman Gate, Toffoli gate, Fredkin Gate as
give below.

Reversible Gates are the circuits in which number of
outputs is equal to the number of inputs and there is

NOT Gate:

a one to one mapping between the vector of inputs

The simplest Reversible gate is NOT gate and is a 1*1

and outputs. It helps to determine the outputs from

gate. The Reversible 1*1 gate is NOT Gate with zero

the inputs as well as helps to uniquely recover the

Quantum Cost is as shown in the Figure below.
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Feynman Gate:
Figure below shows The Feynman gate which is a 2*2
gate and is also called as Controlled NOT and it is
widely used for fan-out purposes. The inputs (A, B)
and outputs P=A, Q= A XOR B. It has quantum cost
one.

TR Gate:
TR Gate is a 3×3 reversible gate. The outputs are
defined as shown in the below figure. The quantum
cost of TRG gate is given by 4.

Toffoli Gate:
Figure below shows a 3*3 Toffoli gate. The input
vector is I (A, B, C) and the output vector is O (P, Q,
R). The outputs are defined by P=A, Q=B, R=AB XOR
C Quantum cost of a Toffoli gate is 5

PERES GATE (PG):
Peres Gate is a 3×3reversible gate. The outputs are
defined as shown in the below figure. The Quantum
Cost of PG is 4.
Fredkin Gate:
Figure below shows a 3*3 Fredkin gate. The input
vector is I (A, B, C) and the output vector is O (P, Q,
R). The outputs are defined by P=A, Q=A′BAC and
R=A′C AB. Quantum cost of a Fredkin gate is 5
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Figure 1. Peres Gate and its Truth Table
Figure 2.1. 2:4 decoder using Peres, TR and CNOT
gates.

III. RELATED WORK
Reversible decoder:
Different Reversible Decoder circuits like 2×4, 3×8,
4×16 are designed using Fredkin Gates (mainly),
Feynman gates and Peres gate. Some combinational
circuits

like

comparator

adder,

subtractor,

multiplexers etc., are designed using these decoders.
The concept of duplicating a single output to required
number of outputs using Feynman gate is introduced
where Fan-out was not allowed in reversible
computation.
A. Design and operation of proposed 2:4 decoder
If x and y are the inputs to the decoder, then the four
outputs will be xy, x’y, xy’ and x‘y’. The proposed
design uses Peres Gate, TR Gate and CNOT Gate as

B. Design of 3:8 decoders
Henceforth, we shall call the 2:4 decoder as decoder
block having two inputs and four outputs. A 3:8
decoder has the outputsx‘y‘z’; x‘y‘z; xy‘z‘; xy‘z; x‘yz‘;
x‘yz; xyz’; xyz. So every output of the 2:4 decoder
needs to be multiplied twice, once with z0 and then
with z. To achieve this using Peres or TR gate, there
will be need of a single gate for each multiplication
resulting in 8 gates with a quantum cost of 32 and 16
garbage outputs (2 for each gate). A better model will
be to use Fredkin gate for higher dimension. Each
Fredkin

gate

is

capable

of

performing

two

multiplications thus reducing the number of gates to
4 and garbage outputs to 1. The architecture is shown
in Fig.2.

shown in Fig 1. The Peres gate gives outputs x ^ y,
and xy. It is notable that. (  ) 
A NOT
gate is used to flip the output (x^y) which does not
increase the quantum cost. Similarly the TR gate
gives outputs x^y and xy’ and the XOR of these two
gives x ‘y. So simply by using three more CNOT gates,
all four outputs are available. The total quantum cost
of this design is 11, since Peres Gate and TR gate both
have quantum cost 4 and CNOT gate costs 1.

Figure 2.2. 3:8 decoder using 2:4 decoder block and
Fredkin Gates.
C. 4 To 16 Decoder Design
The Design of Combinational and Sequential Circuits
has been ongoing in research. Various proposals are
given for the design of combinational circuits like
adders, subtractors, multiplexers, decoders etc., in the
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existing method the author has given a novel design

duplicate outputs. Similarly for full subtractor

of 4x16 decoder whose Quantum Cost is less than the

outputs of decoder (i.e., out[1], out[2] and out[7]) are

previous design. Replacing fredkin gates for designing

duplicated. By using this full adder a 4 bit full

2×4 decoder reversible gates like peres gate, TR gate,

adder/subtractor is designed. The simulated output is

NOT gate and CNOT gate are used as shown in

shown

figure9.The whole design is done using Fredkin,

adder/subtractor circuit four full adders are required.

CNOT, Peres gates which give better Quantum Cost

The Cin input drives the first full adder. If Cin is

when compared to the other reversible Logic gates.

given with low input4-bit addition is performed and

The number of gates required to design4x16 decoder

if Cin is given with high input the 4-bit subtraction

are 18 in which there are 12 fredkin gates, one peres

in the form of 1’s complement addition is performed.

in

figure15.

To

design

4-bit

full

gate, one TR gate, one NOT gate and 3 CNOT gates.
The sum of all the quantum costs of each gate gives
total quantum cost of 4x16 decoder.

Figure 4. Full adder using Decoder

Figure 3. Circuit diagram of Reversible 4×16 decoder
D. Full Adder/ Subtractor
For designing a full adder a 3 to 8 decoder and two
four input OR gates are required. The min terms for
SUM and CARRY are derived from output pattern of
decoder. Similarly the full subtractor was also

Figure 5. Full subtractor using decoder

designed.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD
 Equation for sum S= ∑ (1, 2, 4, 7)
 Equation for carry C= ∑ (3, 5, 6, 7)

Proposed ALU Design

 Equation for difference D= ∑ (1, 2, 4, 7)
 Equation for borrow B= ∑ (1, 2, 3, 7)

The proposed method is 16 bit ALU design by using
reversible decoder. It is the function of the same as

In the above min term expressions we can observe

the ALU operations. The coherent operations to be

that the same min term output of decoder drives sum

executed are AND, OR, XOR, XNOR and NOT while

and carry outputs of full adder ( i.e., out[7] of decoder

two intelligent operations are performed Addition

output pattern). Since Fan-out is not allowed in

and Subtraction. ALU will get guideline bits from

reversible logic, the Feynman gate is used to

control unit and will execute the coveted operation.
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For instance, if contribution to control unit is 000,
the decoded bits will be 10000000 and in the wake of
accepting the direction bits from the decoder AND
operation is performed by ALU as indicated by the
operands from Register A and Register B. Block
diagram of the ALU is shown below fig.

Figure 6. 16 bit reversible ALU.

V. RESULTS
Block Diagram of reversible ALU:

Figure 8
Technology schematic:

Figure 7

Figure 9
Simulation results:

RTL schematic:

Figure 10
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